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Abstract 
Breast cancer is a significant health concern, necessitating accurate prediction 
models for early detection and improved patient outcomes. This study 
presents a comparative analysis of three machine learning models, namely, 
Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, and Random Forest, for breast cancer 
prediction using the Wisconsin breast cancer diagnostic dataset. The dataset 
comprises features computed from fine needle aspirate images of breast 
masses, with 357 benign and 212 malignant cases. The research findings high-
light that the Random Forest model, leveraging the top 5 predictors—“concave 
points_mean”, “area_mean”, “radius_mean”, “perimeter_mean”, and “con-
cavity_mean”, achieves the highest predictive accuracy of approximately 95% 
and a cross-validation score of approximately 93% for the test dataset. These 
results demonstrate the potential of machine learning approaches in breast 
cancer prediction, underscoring their importance in aiding early detection 
and diagnosis. 
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1. Introduction 

Breast cancer, one of the most prevalent forms of cancer among women world-
wide, has a significant impact on public health and individual well-being [1]. 
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Early detection and accurate prediction of breast cancer are crucial for improv-
ing patient outcomes, treatment planning, and survival rates. Conventional di-
agnostic approaches often rely on subjective interpretations and manual analy-
sis, which can be time-consuming and prone to errors. 

In recent years, machine learning techniques have emerged as powerful tools 
for breast cancer prediction, offering the potential to enhance diagnostic accu-
racy and facilitate personalized treatment strategies. Leveraging computational 
algorithms, machine learning models can analyze complex patterns within large 
datasets, enabling the discovery of valuable insights for accurate breast cancer 
prediction [2] [3]. Machine learning algorithms also played an important role in 
the field of cancer genetic data classification [4]. Logistic Regression models 
have been extensively investigated for breast cancer prediction, demonstrating 
their potential in accurately classifying benign and malignant cases [5]. This 
classic binary classification algorithm offers good interpretability for simple li-
near relationships, providing valuable insights into the probability of breast 
cancer occurrence. Decision Tree models have also been widely studied, effec-
tively capturing complex patterns, and providing interpretable rules for breast 
cancer classification [6]. By forming intuitive rules based on patient features, 
such as tumor size, shape, and texture, decision trees contribute to the under-
standing of malignancy in breast masses. Random forest is an ensemble learning 
algorithm that constructs multiple decision trees and combines them for predic-
tion [7]. This ensemble learning algorithm excels at handling complex relation-
ships and feature interactions, delivering high predictive accuracy and robust-
ness in breast cancer classification. 

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Dataset 

The Wisconsin breast cancer diagnostic dataset, originally introduced by Street 
et al. (1993), was utilized for this study [8]. The dataset comprises features com-
puted from digitized images of fine needle aspirates (FNAs) of breast masses. It 
includes a total of 569 instances, consisting of 357 benign and 212 malignant 
cases. Each case is represented by ten real-valued features for each cell nucleus, 
including radius, texture, perimeter, area, smoothness, compactness, concavity, 
concave points, symmetry, and fractal dimension. Additionally, the mean, stan-
dard error, and “worst” or largest (mean of the three largest values) of these fea-
tures were computed for each image, resulting in a total of 30 features (Tables 
1-3). 

The mean values of cell radius, perimeter, area, compactness, concavity, and 
concave points have been identified as informative features for the classification 
of breast cancer. Larger values of these parameters exhibit a positive correlation 
with malignant tumors, suggesting their relevance in distinguishing between be-
nign and malignant cases. On the other hand, the mean values of texture, 
smoothness, symmetry, and fractal dimension do not exhibit a distinct preference  
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Table 1. Data sample. 

id diagnosis radius_mean texture_mean perimeter_mean area_mean … symmetry_worst fractal_dimension_worst 

842302 M 17.99 10.38 122.8 1001 … 0.4601 0.1189 

842517 M 20.57 17.77 132.9 1326 … 0.275 0.08902 

84300903 M 19.69 21.25 130 1203 … 0.3613 0.08758 

84348301 M 11.42 20.38 77.58 386.1 … 0.6638 0.173 

84358402 M 20.29 14.34 135.1 1297 … 0.2364 0.07678 

 
Table 2. Data after clean. 
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0 1 17.99 10.38 122.8 1001 0.1184 … 0.4601 0.1189 

1 1 20.57 17.77 132.9 1326 0.0847 … 0.2750 0.0890 

2 1 19.69 21.25 130.0 1203 0.1096 … 0.3613 0.0876 

3 1 11.42 20.38 77.58 386.1 0.1425 … 0.6638 0.1730 

4 1 20.29 14.34 135.1 1297 0.1003 … 0.2364 0.0768 

 
Table 3. Data description. 
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count 569 569 569 569 569 … 569 569 

mean 0.3726 14.1273 19.2896 91.9690 654.8891 … 0.2901 0.0839 

std 0.4839 3.5240 4.3010 24.2990 351.9141 … 0.0619 0.0181 

min 0 6.981 9.71 43.79 143.5 … 0.1565 0.05504 

25% 0 11.7 16.17 75.17 420.3 … 0.2504 0.07146 

50% 0 13.37 18.84 86.24 551.1 
 

0.2822 0.08004 

75% 1 15.78 21.8 104.1 782.7 
 

0.3179 0.09208 

max 1 28.11 39.28 188.5 2501 
 

0.6638 0.2075 
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for either diagnosis. Furthermore, the histograms of these features do not display 
any noticeable significant outliers that require further data cleanup or prepro-
cessing (Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

2.2. Machine Learning Models 

This research focuses on the application of machine learning algorithms, in-
cluding Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, and Random Forest, for breast can-
cer prediction. The study utilizes the widely recognized Wisconsin breast cancer 
diagnostic dataset, which provides comprehensive features computed from fine 
needle aspirate (FNA) images of breast masses. By leveraging this dataset, we 
aim to compare the predictive performance of different machine learning mod-
els and identify the most effective approach for breast cancer prediction. First, 
assess the performance of Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, and Random For-
est models in breast cancer prediction using the Wisconsin dataset, then identify 
the top predictors that contribute significantly to the accurate prediction of 
breast cancer. The identification of key predictors contributing significantly to 
breast cancer prediction will aid in the development of more effective and per-
sonalized treatment strategies. The findings from this research will provide val-
uable insights into the potential of machine learning-based approaches for early 
detection and diagnosis of breast cancer and ultimately leading to improved pa-
tient outcomes and better healthcare.  

2.3. Evaluation Metrics 

To assess the performance of the machine learning models, the following evalua-
tion metrics were employed: 
 

 
Figure 1. Diagnostic distribution. 
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Figure 2. Data observation. 

Accuracy: The accuracy measures the overall correctness of the predictions 
and is calculated as the ratio of correctly classified instances to the total number 
of instances. Cross-Validation: Cross-validation is a technique used to assess the 
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generalization performance of the models. [9] In this study, k-fold cross-validation 
was performed, dividing the dataset into k equal-sized folds. The models were 
trained and evaluated k times, with each fold serving as the test set once while 
the remaining folds were used for training. 

2.4. Implementation 

The machine learning models, and evaluation metrics were implemented using 
Python programming language and the scikit-learn library, a widely used ma-
chine learning toolkit. In the subsequent sections, we will present the results of 
our analysis using the described dataset, models, and evaluation metrics. The 
findings will shed light on the predictive performance of Logistic Regression, 
Decision Tree, and Random Forest models for breast cancer diagnosis.  

3. Results 
3.1. Model Performance 

The performance of each model was assessed using the accuracy metric and 
cross-validation. 

Logistic Regression: The Logistic Regression model achieved an accuracy of 
approximately 88% on the test dataset, indicating its ability to classify breast 
masses accurately. The cross-validation results showed an average accuracy of 
average 94% across all folds, suggesting good generalization performance.  

Logistic regression is widely used for classification of discrete data. In this case 
we will use it for binary (1, 0) classification. Based on the observations in the 
histogram plots, we can reasonably hypothesize that the cancer diagnosis de-
pends on the mean cell radius, mean perimeter, mean area, mean compactness, 
mean concavity and mean concave points. We can then perform a logistic re-
gression analysis using those features as follows (Table 4). 

When we adjust the predictor to one, we use radius_mean, result as fellow, we 
see about a 2% drop in accuracy (Table 5). 

Decision Tree: The Decision Tree model exhibited an accuracy of approx-
imately 100% on the test dataset, demonstrating its effectiveness in distinguish-
ing between benign and malignant cases. The cross-validation results yielded an 
average accuracy of approximately 90%, confirming the model’s ability to gene-
ralize well to unseen data (Table 6). 
 
Table 4. Logistic regression. 

Metric Score 

Accuracy 88.945% 

Cross-Validation Score 97.500% 

Cross-Validation Score 96.875% 

Cross-Validation Score 91.667% 

Cross-Validation Score 89.636% 
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Table 5. Logistic regression with one feature. 

Metric Score 

Accuracy 86.935% 

Cross-Validation Score 95.000% 

Cross-Validation Score 93.125% 

Cross-Validation Score 89.167% 

Cross-Validation Score 87.445% 

 
Table 6. Decision tree. 

Metric Score 

Accuracy 100.000% 

Cross-Validation Score 92.500% 

Cross-Validation Score 92.500% 

Cross-Validation Score 90.417% 

Cross-Validation Score 89.331% 

 
When use a single predictor “radius_mean”, result shows as below (Table 7). 
Random Forest: The Random Forest model achieved the highest accuracy 

among the three models, with a performance of approximately 95% on the test 
dataset. This indicates that the Random Forest model can provide accurate pre-
dictions for breast cancer diagnosis. The cross-validation results showed accu-
racy of approximately 97%, further emphasizing the model’s robustness and ge-
neralization capability (Table 8). 

Leveraging the inclusion of all features has demonstrated a notable enhance-
ment in prediction accuracy, accompanied by commendable performance in the 
cross-validation score. 

An advantageous aspect of Random Forest lies in its ability to provide a fea-
ture importance matrix, facilitating the selection of optimal predictors. Conse-
quently, we aim to identify the top five features based on their importance for 
further analysis and modeling (Table 9). 

Using the top 5 features only changes the prediction accuracy a bit but the re-
sult would be better if we use all the predictors (Table 10). 

When we use a single predictor “radius_mean”, the result gives a better pre-
diction accuracy, but the cross-validation is not great (Table 11). 

Let’s put the model on the test data set. 
The predicted accuracy for the test data set using the above Random Forest 

model is 95%! (Table 12). 

3.2. Important Predictors 

In addition to evaluating model performance, feature importance was examined 
to identify the predictors most influential in breast cancer prediction. For the  
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Table 7. Decision tree with one feature. 

Metric Score 

Accuracy 96.482% 

Cross-Validation Score 90.000% 

Cross-Validation Score 91.250% 

Cross-Validation Score 85.833% 

Cross-Validation Score 83.362% 

 
Table 8. Random forest with all features. 

Metric Score 

Accuracy 95.477% 

Cross-Validation Score 98.750% 

Cross-Validation Score 98.750% 

Cross-Validation Score 95.000% 

Cross-Validation Score 93.402% 

 
Table 9. Random forest feature selection. 

Feature Importance 

concave points_mean 0.296473 

perimeter_mean 0.165773 

concavity_mean 0.1396 

area_mean 0.125925 

radius_mean 0.123067 

texture_mean 0.053646 

compactness_mean 0.050373 

smoothness_mean 0.026225 

fractal_dimension_mean 0.012011 

symmetry_mean 0.006906 

 
Table 10. Random forest with top 5 features. 

Metric Score 

Accuracy 94.98% 

Cross-Validation Score 95.00% 

Cross-Validation Score 94.38% 

Cross-Validation Score 92.08% 

Cross-Validation Score 91.21% 

Cross-Validation Score 90.95% 
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Table 11. Random forest with one feature. 

Metric Score 

Accuracy 96.482% 

Cross-Validation Score 90.000% 

Cross-Validation Score 90.625% 

Cross-Validation Score 85.417% 

Cross-Validation Score 83.050% 

Cross-Validation Score 82.389% 

 
Table 12. Random forest model result with test data. 

Metric Score 

Accuracy 95.906% 

Cross-Validation Score 91.429% 

Cross-Validation Score 94.244% 

Cross-Validation Score 94.202% 

Cross-Validation Score 92.710% 

Cross-Validation Score 92.403% 

 
Random Forest model, the top 5 predictors contributing significantly to accurate 
classification were identified as “concave points_mean”, “area_mean”, “ra-
dius_mean”, “perimeter_mean”, and “concavity_mean”. These predictors exhi-
bited the strongest association with the presence of malignant breast masses. 

The results demonstrate the potential of machine learning algorithms, partic-
ularly the Random Forest model, in effectively predicting breast cancer. By leve-
raging the top predictors, clinicians can focus on the most relevant features 
when assessing breast masses for potential malignancy. 

The findings from this study provide valuable insights into the performance of 
different machine learning models and highlight the importance of feature selec-
tion in breast cancer prediction. The results suggest that the Random Forest 
model, with its high accuracy and robustness, has the potential to assist health-
care professionals in making accurate and timely decisions for breast cancer di-
agnosis. 

4. Discussion 

The results of this study provide significant insights into the application of ma-
chine learning algorithms for breast cancer prediction using the Wisconsin 
breast cancer diagnostic dataset. The comparative analysis of Logistic Regres-
sion, Decision Tree, and Random Forest models reveals important findings and 
implications for the field of breast cancer diagnosis. 

The performance evaluation of the models demonstrated that all three algo-
rithms achieved considerable accuracy in predicting the diagnosis of breast 
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masses. Logistic Regression and Decision Tree models exhibited competitive 
accuracy rates, confirming their efficacy in breast cancer prediction. However, 
the Random Forest model outperformed both Logistic Regression and Decision 
Tree models, yielding the highest accuracy on the test dataset. This suggests that 
the ensemble nature of the Random Forest model, leveraging multiple decision 
trees, enables more accurate predictions by capturing a broader range of com-
plex patterns and relationships within the dataset. 

Moreover, the identification of the top 5 predictors, namely “concave 
points_mean”, “area_mean”, “radius_mean”, “perimeter_mean”, and “concavi-
ty_mean”, provides valuable insights into the features most indicative of breast 
cancer. These predictors encompass a range of characteristics, including the spa-
tial distribution of concave points, area, and perimeter of the mass, which have 
been previously associated with breast cancer diagnosis. The inclusion of these 
predictors in the Random Forest model contributes to its high predictive accu-
racy, as it focuses on the most informative features for distinguishing between 
benign and malignant breast masses. 

The findings of this research contribute to the growing body of knowledge in 
the field of breast cancer prediction and highlight the potential of machine 
learning techniques in improving diagnostic accuracy. The use of machine 
learning algorithms can aid healthcare professionals in making informed deci-
sions, potentially leading to earlier detection of breast cancer and improved pa-
tient outcomes. The high accuracy achieved by the Random Forest model sug-
gests its suitability for integration into clinical practice as an additional tool for 
assisting in breast cancer diagnosis. 

Despite the promising results, it is essential to acknowledge certain limitations 
of this study. Firstly, the analysis was conducted solely on the Wisconsin breast 
cancer diagnostic dataset, which may limit the generalizability of the findings to 
other populations or datasets. Future research should aim to validate the per-
formance of these models on diverse and larger datasets to ensure their robust-
ness and reliability. 

Additionally, the interpretation of the machine learning models’ predictions 
may pose challenges due to their inherent complexity. While the Random Forest 
model demonstrated superior performance, understanding the specific deci-
sion-making process and the underlying biological significance of the identified 
predictors warrants further investigation. 

In conclusion, this study demonstrates the effectiveness of machine learning 
models, particularly the Random Forest algorithm, in breast cancer prediction 
using the Wisconsin breast cancer diagnostic dataset. The identification of the 
top predictors and the high predictive accuracy of the Random Forest model 
emphasize the potential for machine learning techniques to support healthcare 
professionals in making accurate and timely diagnoses. Further research is ne-
cessary to validate these findings on diverse datasets and explore ways to en-
hance the interpretability of machine learning models in the context of breast 
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cancer diagnosis.  

5. Conclusions 

In this study, we compared three machine learning algorithms for breast cancer 
prediction using the Wisconsin breast cancer diagnostic dataset. The Logistic 
Regression, Decision Tree, and Random Forest models were evaluated based on 
accuracy and feature importance. The results highlight the potential of machine 
learning techniques for accurately predicting breast cancer diagnosis. Among the 
models tested, the Random Forest algorithm proved to be the most effective, 
achieving the highest accuracy on the test dataset. Its ensemble approach, com-
bining multiple decision trees, enhances predictive capabilities and robustness. 
Moreover, we identified key predictors, including “concave points_mean”, 
“area_mean”, “radius_mean”, “perimeter_mean”, and “concavity_mean”, offer-
ing valuable insights into features crucial for breast cancer prediction. This in-
formation empowers healthcare professionals with critical diagnostic knowledge. 

Our research contributes to breast cancer diagnosis by showcasing machine 
learning’s potential in improving early detection and personalized treatment 
strategies. The high accuracy and informative feature selection of the Random 
Forest model make it suitable for integration into clinical practice. However, we 
acknowledge limitations, such as the reliance on the Wisconsin dataset. Further 
validation on larger and diverse datasets is essential. Additionally, addressing the 
interpretability challenge of machine learning models is vital to enhance trans-
parency and decision-making. To address these challenges, future research can 
leverage technologies like Kafka for capturing a more extensive range of data, fa-
cilitating research on a larger scale [10], insights from the field of image recogni-
tion in machine learning can inspire advancements in breast cancer detection 
methods, potentially improving accuracy and efficiency [11]-[15]. Moreover, the 
development of deep learning and visual tracking technology in the field of bi-
ology will bring more enlightenment to the subsequent [16] [17] [18] [19]. 

In conclusion, this study emphasizes the significance of machine learning al-
gorithms in breast cancer prediction. The findings underscore the Random For-
est model’s effectiveness in accurately classifying breast masses and provide val-
uable insights into key predictors associated with malignancy. Continued re-
search can further improve breast cancer diagnosis, contributing to better pa-
tient outcomes. Ethical considerations, including data privacy and interpretable 
models, reinforce the responsible use of machine learning in this crucial field. 
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